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In Africa there is a concept known as ‘ubuntu’ - the profound sense that we are human only through the humanity of others; that if we are to accomplish anything in this world it will in equal measure be due to the work and achievement of others.

—Nelson Mandela—
FRESHMEN SUCCESS & PARENT ENGAGEMENT
PROGRAM COMPONENTS

A welcome reception
Personalized academic advising
Supplemental Instruction in supported GE courses English Written Communication and mathematics
Peer mentorship
A parent engagement piece.
**FRESHMEN SUCCESS & PARENT ENGAGEMENT**

**EXPECTED OUTCOMES**

- **Increased student retention** and enrollment
- **Increased student self-confidence** and **ability to self-advocate**
  
  Student attendance of **academic success workshops** with the following subjects: Time management; Note taking strategies; Test taking strategies; Study skills; Freshmen success at SDSU; and Financial literacy

- **Success in students meeting with peer mentors** regularly for wellness checks and to ensure **smooth transitions** from high school to SDSU.

- **Increased parent engagement** and understanding of SDSU departments and how to navigate common challenges parents traditionally experience.

  Success in **students meeting with an Academic Counselor** to create an individualized academic and four-year graduation plan.

- **Expanded student and parent knowledge** of SDSU resources and department processes

- **Creation of a sense of belonging for students and their parents**
Share Your Stories Activity

● You’re going to be put in breakout rooms of 3-4 people! Introduce yourselves before starting.
  ○ Name, Year, Major, High School, Last/current show you are binge watching
● From the room, house, area, etc. that you’re in, you’re going to find items, photos, screenshots, memes, etc. that answer or represent the answer to ONE of the following prompts.
  ○ Everyone pick ONE prompt to answer!
● You will have 10-12 minutes for everyone in your group to share about the item you decide to share about.
● Please put a photo or screenshot of YOU and your items/photos in the slide assigned to your group number!
● Come back and be ready to share out.
  ○ Activity PPT Linked HERE
Advising Overview

- Next Week: Registration Feedback
- Throughout August: Drop-In Advising
  - Exploring Possible Majors
  - Revising Your Schedule
  - Identifying Opportunities to Get Involved
  - Locating Campus Resources
Next Steps
Program website: https://sacd.sdsu.edu/cepos/transition-programs

Summary of program services
Freshmen Success Guide
Staff and Peer Mentor Contact information
Program FAQ
We’re almost done :)

Student Survey
LINK

Welcome Kit
Info about distribution
Does anyone have any questions? 
Rosie Villafana-Hatcher 
rvillafa@sdsu.edu

https://sacd.sdsu.edu/cepos/transition-programs